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Things are not always what they seem; the first appearance 
deceives many --Phaedrus

0x1

Earliest known record was from 440 BC. Herodotus mentioned two (2) examples of steganography

The Greeks commonly communicated over wax tablets. Cruel Xerses once wrote a message on the 

tablet before applying the wax

Ancient Chinese messengers swallowed wax coated silk tiny balls with messages written in the silk

Special Inks that could be revealed under certain conditions like blue-light or heat.

The use of Frequency Domains, Bit/Byte patterns, extended character set/encodings 



Things are not always what they seem; the first appearance 
deceives many --Phaedrus

0x2

Finger-Printing

•Watermarking Digital 
documents

•Can mark each digital 
copy with signature for 
intended recipient

•Decode document for 
signature after leak to 
discover mole

•E.g FBI VS Reality Leigh 
Winner 2017

Smuggling Data

•Embedding a file or 
data into another file or 
data of different MIME 
type to bypass content 
filters

•Can hide binary in Text 
files using zero-width 
encoding or LSB with 
image hosts

•APT 32 a.k.a
OceanLotus smuggled 
backdoors using 
steganography

Phishing

•Using homoglyphic
characters to construct 
seemingly trusted URL 
domains

•Homoglyphic
characters are nearly 
impossible to tell apart

•Detection usually 
involves certificate 
analysis

•E.g these are not the 
same sites: 
https://еріс.com/ and 
https://epic.com

Secret Messaging

• Security through 
obscurity but can be 
encrypted as well

•Group messaging using 
zero-width chars to 
chat with specific 
recipient

•Memes/GIFs with 
encoded data for 
coolness points

• Fingerprinting 
messages leaked from 
chats

https://еріс.com/
https://epic.com/
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0x3

Minor changes in bits of media files 
are usually not perceptible by human 
eyes or ears. Example algorithms in 
LSB

Binary files may contain 
caves; regions filled with 

NULL bytes and not 
interpreted by parsers.

Leveraging encodings other than ASCII 
such as UNICODE to (mis)represent 
characters. Changes are also not easily 
perceptible to the eyes. Example 
techniques include homoglyphs and zero-
width characters
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0x4

Zero-Width Characters: 
Non-printing Unicode 
characters such as zero-
width space (U+200B), 
zero-width non-joiner 
(U+200C)

• Convert each character to be hidden into its binary representation

1. “A” => 65 => 0x41 => “01000001”

• Convert to zero-width by iterating through the binary string, converting each 
1 to zero-width space and each 0 to zero-width non-joiner. Delimit binary 
strings with zero-width joiner.

• “0100” => U+200CU+200BU+200CU+200C

• Insert block of hidden text into host text.
Decode Me!
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0x5

The simplest form of 
media steganography 
whereby the LSB of 
image bytes are replaced 
with the bits of the 
message to be hidden 

• Example media host is a 24-bit image
• 10001010 01011010 01110010

01010001 10100001 01011101
00010100 00100011 11100011

• Example number to hide is 255. In binary string
• 255 => 11111111

• Output
• 10001011 01011011 01110011

01010001 10100001 01011101
00010101 00100011 11100011
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0x6

StegHide (WAV, BMP)

Steganos

Invisible Secrets

https://330k.github.io/misc_tools/unicode_steganography.html - Zero-Width Characters

https://stylesuxx.github.io/steganography/

Build Your Own Tools

https://330k.github.io/misc_tools/unicode_steganography.html
https://stylesuxx.github.io/steganography/
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0x7

Need to be aware steganography has been deployed on host or medium

Can be challenging to find embedded data especially if custom algorithms were deployed

Steganography may be used alongside cryptography making the detection/data retrieval even more challenging

Zero-width encoding may be detected by character count where present

Images may be brute-forced for detection by trying every common decoding scheme



Questions



Thank You
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